
It’s $200* cheaper 
to join WFAANZ 
and get a WERS 
licence as a 

member, than it is 
to gain it as a non 

member

WFAANZ - the non-profit association representing the 
window film industry - manages WERS For Film. 
Thanks to significant discounts reserved for WFAANZ 
members, a WFAANZ membership plus a WERS For 
Film licence is cheaper than a WERS For Film licence 
for a non member.

$1347.50 incl GST
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$742.50 incl GST

Cost of gaining a
WERS For Film 
licence for a 
WFAANZ member

Cost of gaining a
WERS For Film 
licence for a 
non member

Investment in credibility.

A list of current, financial WERS For Film accredited 
individuals is maintained on the WFAANZ website, 
www.wfaanz.org.au/WERS.
A client, assessor or certifier can check your WERS 
For Film details at any time. Legal action will be taken 
if an installer misrepresents their WERS For Film status.

Scammers beware.

You must have a WERS For Film licence to certify the film 
manufacturer’s WERS For Film energy ratings and issue an 
energy certificate to your clients. 

Accreditation is achieved by taking the:
1.  Flat glass exam, and the
2 . WERS For Film training course 

Both are done online - at a time and place of your chosing. Both are done online - at a time and place of your chosing. 
Contact WFAANZ to learn more or to register.

Getting certified.

WERS For Film accreditation helps you win jobs, 
differentiate yourself from competitors, get established 
as an ‘energy expert’ and access industry training and 
information. 
It makes life easier for the It makes life easier for the consumer too, helping them 
select the right film, choose the best installer and 
achieve the ultimate energy rating for their home, which 
could increase its value.
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WERS stands for the Window Energy Rating Scheme, an 
annual energy performance tool that helps consumers 
compare glazing products. WERS For Film is a stand-alone 
accreditation and rating program within WERS.
As a window film installer, gaining your WERS For Film 
licence will give you exclusive authority to:

     promote yourself as an accredited installer,
          install and certify WERS rated films, and
     issue a WERS For Film energy certificate

WERS For Film explained.

info@wfaanz.org.au

02 9160 4736

wfaanz.org.au

WERS forFilm
The only accreditation program 

in Australia for window film installers


